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ABSTRACT
{ R e c e i v e d  l o r  I ^ H b i i e a l i o n ,  f a n i i a t y  26, J94J)
A ri^wous fortnula is derived for protoii-proton scaUering Itikin^ the
interaction potential 10 he of Ynkawa type, vi.:., V ( r )-^ .c -" .  The formula BKiecs remark-
ahly well with the experiment of Tleydetiburg, Tnve and Hafstad. It is- shown that the fittiiig 
values of A and a give the values of the short range charge and mass of ‘ ueutretto'. The 
charge and mass so obtained are found to he exaetlv same ns those of mesotron previously 
determined hy Heitler from the binding energy of denteron
111 a recent paper * I have developed the theory of proton-proton scattering' 
taking the short range potential to be of the type It may be mentioned
that a similar short range potential was assuined in the case of neutron-proton 
inleiactioii in order to explain the spherical symiiietry in scatlering observed by 
litany experimenters.'' The point which appears to me to be in favour ot taking 
such a potential is that it gives a coiislaiil value at r - o .  This is just what is 
found within the hard core in case of spontaneous ami LiiTificial disintegrations 
of atomic nuclei.''
In the present luTicle I propose to study ’ the laohleni of iirotoii-proton 
scattering taking the short range interaction potential in the form
(iJ
as suggested by Yukawa." It gives, as before, spherical symmetry in neutron- 
proton scattering. Furthermore, as V -A has the dimension of electrical charge, 
Its fitting value for proton-proton scattering at a given angle and given incident 
velocity, gives the value of the electrical charge giving rise to the close range 
force during proton-proton interaction.
Before going into the details of these discussions I first proceed to derive 
the scattering formula with Yukawa potential and explain how the formula is 
Verified experimentally. It  should be noted at the outset that, as in electron 
scattering by nucleus,' I  shall throughout take the solution to he hounded and 
shall use the wave-statistical idea of critical approach.
* Coninuiuicated by tlui Indian Phvf*i(‘al J>o<’iVty.
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It has been shown before '' “ that referring the motion to the centre of mass 
(C-S3 8^lem) we have for the first order scattering function
i A r.
^a)— ~ — ~ :l- . ” 7 i v ( T i ) e ‘ **i -  - 
4»rVv Tl J  rj
- ' Cl * iy U)
where V(rI) is the perturbing potential, V the velocity of the proton,
M being the proton mass and Ic =  . Now, on taking the solution to Ih-
boundeil and cm f»roceoding as before, formula (2) may be easily transformed to
)^ =
coscc
where
and
Mt
f
M 9
2 e ' * ’■
■ v , r ,  « ’ »> ■ ■■■ (.3)
sin k^ r V{'t)nii 
ro
(3.1)
.1 ’ ~ ... (3 -.-)
and tliu critical approach (ro)» which must be always positive, is given by
cosec
N
where
Mr'
(i(ro) -  sin
J  nj
'3 4)
ill whic-h tlic + sign stands for repulsive force and -  for attraction. Fonmilm 
^0—>^P4) in the C-system are perfectly general, holding for any iiiteraclion 
potential V(») between two protons.
I f  llic potential is Coulombian and repiilsiv^e V ~  +  ^ * and so we have from
(3)—> ( 3 '4)
i * r
^1X1 (r, ------- ~ -g- cosec^  ^ cos k’l^ - ‘
r 2 V T r
and ru Mv^ ^co.sec  ^ + T ^  P - i - 3 5  • -  (4.1)
If, again, the short range interaction'is attractive and of Ynkawa type, we 
have for the scattering function and the critical approach
A c “  ‘‘ n.Scos fcVo + “  sill k'ro f o ,
X , y . , , . ) =  4’LM A  _ --------1 - ^ --------- ... (5)
s/ V  r
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and r o ~ 2 .7  ^ - ) .T 2'+/c'2~' I sm -s in ® (s-i)
A s has been already noted, eqs. (4)—> (5.1) are in C-systeui. For experi­
mental verihqation wc obviously require them to be referred to the laboratory 
coordinates. In a previous paper of mine ’ I have elaborately discussed this 
(jiiestion and have shown that the above formula' can easily be Iransforincd into 
the laboratoiy co-ordinales by simply pultint; :>0 foi fM>cir.}; the laboiatory 
an^ l^e co-orclmalc.
Now, iu casu of piuloii-proloii inluraclioii the potential is partly Coulombian 
iLpulsive and partly attractive of Yukawa type. Thus the total scattering 
function is detained by adding (,f)) and (5) and we have in L-co-ordiiiatcs
M y V r
coscc^O cos M-.'® , I ... (6)
where 47t®M A ... (6.1)
1 , = cos k'ro' + p  siu A-Vf/ , ... (6.a)
k '~ 2 k  sin 0 , ttMt 
’ “  h ’
... (6.3)
ro' =  2.7 (cosec 0 ^ )^ 2.7 x (sin . (b.4)
and th e  to ta l v a lu e  of th e  c r i t ic a l  a p p ro a c h  is
In the case of inoton-proton interaction it is not possible to distinguish 
tielueen the scattering and the scattered proton ; so it is essential that the effect 
of exciiange should be considered in calculating the intensity of scatleiing. The
scattering function after exchange is obtained by simply putting ™ i9 ^ 
in eqs. (6) ->-(6.4). Thus we have after exchange
^lXi(r, (9; = ’ (sec®(9 cosMv V U T <’
\\licic 4?“ M A
for V
. (7) 
(7-j)
/2 =  cos +  p  siu V'to^' I 
k" =  2k  cos 0 ,
(7-2)
(7.3)
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1(/' =  3.7 X ~  y (sec 1^ + i) + 2.7 X (cos . ... (7.4)
When the interacting protons have anti-jiarallel spin, an exchange of their 
positions would give a neu' configuration and consequently the total i>robability 
is r)btained by adding the componeiiLs. ( )r, in other w ords, the total space 
function is .symmetrical. Hence, in this case, we have from (6) aud (7) for 
the total scattering function
..'■i i /
— a. Jcosec-Vy c j.s t sec' t^l cos lc"ro" ~  (a’ i /i -l-ga/a) r
. . .  (8)
In the case of parallel spin, no new configuration is obtained by exchange. 
So we have to take the difl'eience of the coiniionents in getting the total pro- 
l-iabilily. Or, in other words, the total space function should be taken anti- 
symmetrical. Hence we have from (6) and (7)
A ,xi(r, 0 )=  -  -- Icosec® 0 cos k % '-scc^  6*cos k"r /^'
••• (9)
'I'he relative intensities in the two cases are respectively
I =1 cosec'*(51os^/i-Vi/ + sec'*0 cos“ /c" to"  -+• 2cosec^^ sec'"*^ * cos t'ro'cos k " i (/'
i'ii/2) (coscc^6' cos k'i(}' I scc®^ cos k"in") ^ [ . ‘2“'
and
+  ■ 1^2 4COS f? (lo)
f c o s e c c o s ‘ /^,’b()^  • secVycos''^/i’"?o" —2coscc“ (l sec^^ cos k'i()\\)ii k"r(i’
■ 2(g 1/1  ^ 0 (cosec'li' cos /,-?o'-scc®^ cos k"iQ ')
, JM ?’®/ I  I  J  
+ 4 ,^2 ^S\h~M ‘2l 2 l ^ 4COS ... (ij)
Now, as the weights of Ihc two events are as 1 : 3, we have forthe total 
intensity I -  111 -i if 1 .j. ( )r, w c have
1 =
M r’-*.
cosee''^ C(js' /^,'»o' -1 see‘'fl cog^/,-"),/'-  cosec®<  ^ scc®6* cos k'ro' cos k"u\"
Mv’^  i “ 'U’ai2)coscc‘-^ t? cos U 2/2“ i£ i/ i)sc c ‘^ '^cos fc'bo"!
+ 5^ 2/2 “ £ 1 A'ah/aI( 4C0S 0 . ... (12)
It is a [perfectly general formula giving the relative intensity of proton scatter^ 
mg in the L,aboratory System at any angle. It should be noted that for ^^ =^ 45^  
the formula is considerably simplified, since at this angle tq'', g i= g 2
.md y I
It is evident that tlie corresponding foiniula, if the force is only Conloinbiau, 
ii> obtained from (12) by simply putting g \ We have then
If, -  coscc^Ocos^k'ii)' sec"*^ <9 cos‘^ /v''ro"“ cosec®^sec^6?cos A*Vo' cos fe"ro"
X .^ cos 0. ... {12 .0
Thus the departure from Couloiiii) scattering is obtained by taking the ratio, 
7'/..., 1-) - I/l(). This should give the correct value of the departure. But, uai- 
hutuiiately, the cxperinienlcis^ often ineasuie the departure from IMolt's exten­
sion of Born-Rullierford formula which has been already shown to be wrong-  ^ in 
so far as it has neglected the effect of the critical approach. This extended Born- 
KiUlicrford formula for exchange deiived by and also in a different way
1»y Kar and B a s i l i s  known av the MKB-fornmla. It may also be deduced from 
(i .m ) by neglecting the critical approach, i.c., by putting /o'"= r^o" =  o. Thus 
wo liavc
(  i .
cosec^ 6>H sec f^; “^  cosec 6^* sec"^
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lMKn = ^cos (12.2)
Ik-iicc the experimentally measured departure becomes
cosec"*^ ? cos /^v»'ro' + sec Vj> cos^/c"ro'^ —coscc^i? sec^^ cos/c’'r(/cosA^ '^?o"
“  2^Z \ -“ ig2J2koSQc^0 cosfc'ro'+ (£2/2“  Ut ./^ j )scc *^6^ cosA*/'/o"}
+ (f 1/1 + g z fi-S i82h f2 )(^ -~ 2  ]
1) I ^ ______  ___________  _________ __
I.MKn cosec  ^0 -t- sec^ ^^  — cosec
111 order to calculate the value of D for any angle one iiiiisl know the values 
fi» /2. ^0' and /o" for that angle. These may be evaluated easily from 
(h.i)—>*(6.4) and (7.1)— if the two unknown parameters A and « of Yukawa 
potential are known beforehand. The two unknowns may, however, be evaluated 
by solving the two equations obtained from (13) by substituting the experimental 
values of D for any two angles of scattering. But the method is very tedious. A 
much simpler method would be as follows :—
As already pointed out, formula (a 3) reduces to a very simple form at ^—45” 
and we have t. * 2 / tvt 2\  ^  ^ «
4cos**fe'ro'-4cos k'rn' ■ ^~^gdi + (  ^2“ )
D 4 5 '= .................................—------------------------------------(13.1)
.4cos^fe'ro' —4COS /eVo' x +
■ ' ’" * 
4 (13.2)
where v =  ,  g^ly.
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By judicious selection we take a trial value o f^ | .  On
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suhstitutiug this value in (6.4) we get the value of lo' for a given incident velo­
city fr), Again from (6.3) k' is known Thus cos /r'ro' and cos^fcVo'are cal­
culated. AlsoI.)4r, is known from the experiment of Heydenburg and others. 
Hence on solving (13.2) we gel the value of v Thus we calculate the correspond­
ing value of j\  and so from (6.2) the value of a the unknown parameter in the ex 
poncntial. A s and g] are known, we are now in a position to calculate A from 
((-i.i)- Thvis from one trial value of g j ue are able to calculate a set of values 
of '< and A . We next use the above known values of <>■ and A to calculate 
at 0 =  20". If the value of so obtained does not agree with the expeii-
uicntal value, the trial value of g, is slightly changed. In this way two or three 
tiials lielp us to find the exact values of g ,, « and A Graphical method is 
extremely useful in getting at the above exact values. Now, having got the correct 
values of n and A \vc calculate the de])arture (D) for any angle.
F i g . t
Variation of D with the Angle Scattering  
*
In F ig . 1 the theoretical curves are drawn giving the variation of D with 
the angle of scattering, for incident velocities 867 K .V ., 776 K .V . and 670 K .V . 
The experimental ]>oints are indicated by solid circles. It is evident that the 
agreement is so close that no separate experimental cui-ve need be drawn- 
It has already been pointed out that VA has the dimension of electrical
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i harge?. Therefore s/ a Ic is the charge in electronic unit which gives rise to the 
short range force. In the following table are given the values of u and v'A h' 
ohlained from the curves in F ig . i.
T a b i .k I
Incident Velority | 0 X to" ! ’ A ' (‘
1
867 K .W u
77O R. V-
1 ; O'VR'
070 K V. -
1
i
Thus the charge causing the short range force is found to he ± 6c. This 
mav be taken as the charge of the Yukawa particles inside the i>roton. It is interest­
ing to note that the charge of the Yukawa particles as calculated by Heitlei'"
Iroiii the mass defect of deuteron lies between 5r and yc. Thus the piesent 
method of calculating the Yukawa charge is more reliable and accurate. Further­
more, according to Ileiller,  ^ whereas from the above table the mean
^aliie of  ^ is 3.5 X TO’ The above striking agreement suggests that the
inusent method when extended to other interactions may lead to a general method 
of determining the short range charge.
As, in the present wave-statistical method, the dctermiiialion of the critical 
approach is very impox'tant, it is advisable to discuss the variation of the critical 
approach with angle and how it is affected by the presence of the short range* 
attractive force. This variation, as calculated from tormiila ((n/| j, is shown in 
2^  Tlie curves A , B and C indicate the variation of the total critical
Vflriatioti of CriHeal Approach with Angle
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approach for incident velocities c%7 K  V ., 776 K .V . and 670 K .V . whereas the 
curves A ', B' and C' give the corresponding variation of the critical approach 
due to the repulsive force only. On coni[)aring the corresponding curves A , A', 
etc., it is evident that the efl'ect of the short range attractive force is to slightly 
increase the value of tlie critical approach, which is, however, negligible at small 
angles.
Before concluding I would like to make a few remarks on the charge and 
mass of the Vukawa j)articles giving rise to the short range force between the 
protons. This force l)etweeii neiUroii and proton or between two protons is 
found to be always attractive. It strongly suggCvSts that the charges causing 
this short range force are opposite in nature and are develoi)ed temporarily 
through i)olarisation during the process of scattering, specially when the particles 
are at small distances apart. For, if the charges ± 6c pennaiieutly existed 
within tlie protons and neutrons, it would have Ix'cn certainly i^ossible to observe 
cases of sliort range repulsion between iieulrcjn-protoii and proton-proton. Mow, 
the reason wliy the law of short range potential is different from Coulombiaii 
appears to me to be only due to the clifferenee , in the distribution of charge 
It is well known that for uniform distribution of charge on a sphere the potential 
is Conlombian. vSo it is quite likely that for some s[)ccia] distribution the 
potential may be of Yukawa type 'Phis is all the more plausible in view of the 
fact that tlie dirnensiens of the two charges are the same.
Now, as the short range charges associated with Yukawa particles in case of 
neutron-proton and proton-proton interactions are the same (±  6c), the masses 
of these particles must also be identical. It may be calculated in a very simple 
way. As the light quanta arising from the cleclroniagnctic field satisfy the 
potential equation of the type
A v -  ■ '< y  = 0 ,
r al
the corresponding e(iuation for the Vukawa potential will be of the type
1
(ki)
+ = 0 .
c a / “
... (14.1)
b;q.(i4.i) may be regarded as a wave equation for a particle with a rest xnass
in = a/?
27TC
... {14.2)
TakiuK the nicuii value of « to be U.2S66 x in ’ ’ (n'e/r Table I), we fiml from (14..?), 
for the mass of Yukawa iiartides,
m I t o . 8  electron mass.
From the saturation properties of the nuclear forces, we know that the 
forces between a neutron and a proton are of exchange type. Thus the proton
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gives its long range positive charge to the neutron, thereby converting it into a 
proton, while becoming itself a neutron. A  similar type of exchange cannot 
obviously take place in proton-proton interaction, since both the particles have 
tlie same long range charge. Theretorc, the Yukawa particles giving rise to the 
sliort range force in proton-proton interaction should possess no long range 
e lectrical charge. These neutral particles are called ‘iieiitrettos.' Thu.s there 
Lire two classes of Yukawa particles having the same mass (xio.Sem i.) and same 
short range charge ( ± 6c), r/c., (/) mesotrons, having long range charge e and 
taking part in neutron-proloii interaction, and Ui) neutrettos, having no long 
range charge and taking part in proton-i>roton interaction.
P hystcat L ahokatorv. 
l * K r.si m NC\^  CoixRoii, 
CAtrum.
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